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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present the �rst results of a pilot experiment in
the capture and interpretation of multimodal signals of human ex-
perts engaged in solving challenging chess problems. Our goal is
to investigate the extent to which observations of eye-gaze, pos-
ture, emotion and other physiological signals can be used to model
the cognitive state of subjects, and to explore the integration of
multiple sensor modalities to improve the reliability of detection of
human displays of awareness and emotion. We observed chess play-
ers engaged in problems of increasing di�culty while recording
their behavior. Such recordings can be used to estimate a partici-
pant’s awareness of the current situation and to predict ability to
respond e�ectively to challenging situations. Results show that a
multimodal approach is more accurate than a unimodal one. By
combining body posture, visual attention and emotion, the multi-
modal approach can reach up to 93% of accuracy when determining
player’s chess expertise while unimodal approach reaches 86%.
Finally this experiment validates the use of our equipment as a
general and reproducible tool for the study of participants engaged
in screen-based interaction and/or problem solving.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Commercially available sensing technologies are increasingly able
to capture and interpret human displays of emotion and awareness
through non-verbal channels. However, such sensing technologies
tend to be sensitive to environmental conditions (e.g. noise, light
exposure or occlusion), producing intermittent and unreliable infor-
mation. Techniques for combining multiple modalities to improve
the precision and reliability of modeling of awareness and emotion
are an open research problem. Only few researches have been con-
ducted so far on how such signals can be used to inform a system
about cognitive processes such as situation awareness, understand-
ing or engagement. For instance, some researches showed that
mental states can be inferred from facial expressions and gestures
(from head and body) [1, 2].
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Willing to increase focus on this area of research, we have con-
structed an instrument for the capture and interpretation of multi-
modal signals of humans engaged in solving challenging problems.
Our instrument, shown in �gure 2, captures eye gaze, �xations,
body postures and facial expressions signals from humans engaged
in interactive tasks on a touch screen. As a pilot study, we have ob-
served these signals for players engaged in solving chess problems.
Recordings are used to estimate subjects’ understanding of the cur-
rent situation and their ability to respond e�ectively to challenging
tasks. Our initial research question for this experiment was:
• Can our experimental set up be used to capture reliable recordings

for such study?

If successful, this should allow us to a second research question:
• Can we detect when chess players are challenged beyond their

abilities from such measurements?

In this article, section 2 discusses current methods for capture and
interpretation of physiological signs of emotion and awareness. This
lays the ground for the design of our experimental setup presented
in section 3. Section 4 presents the results from our pilot experiment
that was undertaken to validate our installation and evaluate the
e�ectiveness of our approach. We conclude with a discussion on
limitations and further directions to be explored in section 5.

2 STATE OF THE ART
Humans display awareness and emotions through a variety of non-
verbal channels. It is increasingly possible to record and interpret
information from such channels. Thank to progress in related re-
search, notably recently using Deep Learning approaches [3–6],
publicly available e�cient software can be used to detect and track
face orientation using commonly available web cameras. Concen-
tration can be inferred from changes in pupil size [7]. Measurement
of physiological signs of emotion can be done by detection of Facial
Action Units [8] from both sustained and instantaneous displays
(micro-expressions). Heart rate can be measured from the Blood
Volume Pulse as observed from facial skin color [9]. Body posture
and gesture can be obtained from low-cost RGB sensors with depth
information (RGB+D) [10]. Awareness and attention can be inferred
from eye-gaze (scan path) and �xation using eye-tracking glasses
as well as remote eye tracking devices [11]. This can be directly
used to reveal cognitive processes indicative of expertise [12] or
situation awareness in human-computer interaction (HCI) systems



Figure 1: Multimodal view of gathered data. Left to right: RGB (with body joints) and depth view fromKinect 2 sensors, screen
record of chess task (red point is current position of gaze, green point is position of last mouse click), plot of current level of
positive emotion expression (valence) and frontal view of face from webcam sensor.

[13]. However, the information provided by each of these modalities
tends to be intermittent, and thus unreliable. Most investigators
seek to combine multiple modalities to improve both reliability and
stability [14, 15].

Chess analysis has long been used in Cognitive Science to un-
derstand attention and to develop models for task solving. In their
study [12, 16], Charness et al showed that when engaging in com-
petitive game, chess players display engagement and awareness
of the game situation with eye-gaze and �xation. This suggests
that the mental models used by players can be at least partially
determined from eye gaze, �xation and physiological response. The
ability to detect and observe such models during game play can
provide new understanding of the cognitive processes that underlay
human interaction. Experiments described in this article are the
preamble to more advanced research on this topic.

3 EXPERIMENTS
As a pilot study, chess players were asked to solve chess tasks
within a �xed, but unknown, time frame. We recorded eye gaze,
facial expressions, body postures and physiological reactions of the
players as they solved problems of increasing di�culty. The main
purpose is to observe changes in their reactions when presented
tasks are beyond their level.

3.1 Materials and Participants

3.1.1 Experimental setup.

Figure 2 presents the recording setup for our experiment. This
setup is a derivative version of the one we use to record children
during storytelling sessions [17]. As seen, it is composed of several
hardware elements: a 23.8" Touch-Screen computer, a Kinect 2.0
mounted 35cm above the screen focusing on the chess player, a
1080p Webcam for a frontal view, a Tobii Eye-Tracking bar (Pro X2-
60 screen-based) and two adjustable USB-LED for lighting condition
control. The use of the Touch-Screen during the entire experiment
was chosen to provide a gesture-based play resembling play with a
physical board. A wooden super-structure is used to rigidly mount
the measuring equipment with respect to the screen in order to
assure identical sensor placement and orientation for all recordings.
This structure have been made using a laser cutter.

Figure 2: The experimentation equipment used for data col-
lection. On top, a Kinect2 device looking down at the player.
In the middle, a webcam to capture the face. At bottom, the
touch screen equipped with an eye-tracker presenting the
chess game. These views are respectively at left, right and
center of �gure 1. The wooden structure is rigid to �x posi-
tion and orientation of all sensors. The lighting conditions
are controlled by 2 USB LED lamps on the sides.

Several software systems were used for recording and/or an-
alyzing data. The Lichess Web Platform1 serves for playing and
recording games. Two commercial software provide both online
and o�ine information: Tobii Studio 3.4.7 for acquisition and an-
alyze of eye-gaze; Noldus FaceReader 7.0 for emotion detection.
Body postures information were given by two di�erent means:
by the Kinect 2.0 SDK and by using our enhanced version of the
Realtime Multi-Person Pose Estimation software [4]. Considering

1 https://en.lichess.org/ (last seen 09/2017)

https://en.lichess.org/


the state-of-the-art results of the second software, we decided to
keep only this one for this experiment. During the study, data were
recorded from all sensors (Kinect 2, Webcam, Screen capture, user
clicks, Tobii-Bar) using the RGBD Sync SDK2 from the MobilRGBD
project [18]. This framework permits to read recorded and further
computed data (gaze �xation, emotion detection, body skeleton
position, etc.) for synchronous analysis by associating a timestamp
with a millisecond precision to each recorded frame. The same
framework can read, analyze and display the same way all gathered
or computed data. An example is presented on �gure 1 where most
of the data are depicted.

3.1.2 Participants.

An announcement for our experiment with an invitation to
participate was communicated to chess clubs, on the local university
campus and within the greater metropolitan area. We received a
positive response from the president of one of the top metropolitan
area chess clubs, and 21 members volunteered to participate in our
pilot experiment. Unfortunately, of these initial 21 participants, 7
recordings were not usable due to poor eye-tracking results and
have not been included in our analysis. Indeed, these participants,
while re�ecting about the game, held their hand above the eye-
tracker and disrupted its processing.

The 14 remaining chess players in our study were 7 experts
and 7 intermediates level players (20-45 years, 1 female, age: M =
31.71; SD = 7.57). Expert players were all active players and with
Elo ratings3 ranged from 1759 to 2150 (M = 1950; SD = 130). For
the intermediate players, the Elo ratings ranged from 1399 to 1513
(M = 1415; SD = 43) and 6 among them were casual players who
were not currently playing in club. We can also give some statistics
on the recorded session: the average recording time per participant
is 14:58 minutes (MIN = 4:54, MAX = 23:40, SD = 5:26) and the
average compressed size of gathered data is 56.12 GiB per session.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Chess Tasks.

The goal of this experiment was to engage participants into a
cognitive process while observing their physiological reactions.
Thirteen chess tasks were elaborated by our team in coordination
with the president of the chess club. Two kinds of task were selected:
chess openings tasks, where only 3 to 5 moves were played from the
original state; and N-Check-Mate tasks, where 1 to 6 moves were
required to check-mate the opponent (and �nish the game).

Openings. Skilled players are familiar with most of the chess
openings and play them intuitively. Intuitive play does not gen-
erally require cognitive engagement for reasoning. An important
challenge is to detect when a player passes from intuitive reaction
to a known opening, to challenging situations. Thus, two uncom-
mon openings were selected to this end: a King’s Gambit (3 moves
from the initial state) and a Custom Advanced Variation of the
Caro-Kann Defense (6 moves from initial state). The goal here is to
pull participants out from their comfort zone as much as possible to

2 https://github.com/Vaufreyd/RGBDSyncSDK (last seen 09/2017)
3 The Elo system is a method to calculate rating for players based on tournament
performance. Ratings vary between 0 and approximately 2850. https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Elo_rating_system (last seen 09/2017)

evoke emotions and physiological reactions. Openings correspond
to task number 1 and 2.

N-Check-Mate. Eleven end game tasks were de�ned. These are
similar to the daily chess puzzles that can be found in magazines or
on chess websites. Each of these tasks was designed to check-mate
the opponent in a number of prede�ned moves ranging from 1 to 6.
Tasks requesting 1 to 3 moves are viewed as easy task whereas 4 to 6
moves tasks require more chess reasoning abilities, etc. Distribution
among the 11 tasks di�ers according to their number of required
move and thus to their di�culty: 4 tasks with one move, 4 tasks
with two and three moves (2 of each) and 3 tasks with four, �ve and
six moves (1 of each). End games were presented to participants in
this order of increasing di�culty while alternating the played color
(white/black) between each task.

3.2.2 Procedure.

Participants were tested individually in sessions lasting approxi-
mately 45 minutes. Each participant was asked to solve the 13 chess
tasks and their behaviors were observed and recorded. To avoid
biased behavior, no information was given about the recording
equipment. Nevertheless, it was necessary to reveal the presence
of the eye-tracker bar to participants in order perform a calibration
step. After providing informed consent, the Lichess web platform
was presented and participants could play a chess game against a
weak opponent (Stock�sh4 algorithm level 1: lowest level) to gain
familiarity with the computer interface. No recording was made
during this �rst game.

Once familiar and comfortable with the platform, the eye-tracking
calibration was performed using Tobii Studio software, in which
subjects were instructed to sit between 60 and 80cm from the com-
puter screen and to follow a 9-point calibration grid. Participants
were requested to avoid large head movement in order to assure
good eye-tracking quality. Aside from this distance, no other con-
straints were instructed to participants.

Each task to solve was individually presented, starting with the
openings, followed by the N-Check-Mate tasks. Participants were
instructed to solve the task by either playing a few moves from the
opening or to check mate the opponent (played by Stock�sh algo-
rithm level 8: the highest level) in the required number of moves.
The number of moves needed for the N-Check-Mate tasks was
communicated to the subject. A time frame was imposed for each
task. The exact time frame was not announced to the participant,
they only knew that they have a couple of minutes to solve the
task. This time constraint ranges from 2 minutes for the openings
and the easiest N-Check-Mate tasks (1-2 moves) to 5 minutes for
the hardest ones (4-5-6 moves). An announcement was made when
only one minute was remaining to solve the task. If the participant
could not solve the task within the time frame, the task was consid-
ered as failed and the participant proceeded to the next task. The
experiment is considered �nished once all tasks were presented to
the participant.

4 Stock�sh is an open-source game engine used in many chess software, including
Lichess. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock�sh_(chess) (last seen 09/2017).
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elo_rating_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stockfish_(chess)


3.3 Analysis

3.3.1 Eye-Gaze.

Eye movement is highly correlated with focus of attention and
engaged cognitive processes [19] in problem solving and human-
computer interaction [20]. Other studies [12, 16] show that expertise
estimation for chess players can be performed using several eye-
tracking metrics such as �xation duration or visit count. In this
case, gaze information can be useful to determine information such
as:

(1) What pieces received the most focus of attention from partici-
pants?

(2) Do participants who succeed to complete a task share the same
scan path?

(3) Is there signi�cant di�erence in gaze movements between novices
and experts?

To reach these aims, Areas Of Interests (AOIs) were manually de-
�ned for every task. An AOI can be a key piece for the current task
(e.g. a piece used to check-mate the opponent), the opponent king,
destinations cases where pieces have to be moved, etc. Afterward,
we compute statistics for every AOI of each task. Among possi-
ble metrics, results depicted in this article are based on Fixation
Duration, Fixation Count and Visit Count.

Interpretation for these metrics di�ers according to the task
domain. For example, in the domain of web usability, Ehmke et al
[21] would interpret long �xation duration on AOI as a di�culty
to extract or interpret information from an element. In the �eld of
chess, Reingold and Charness [12, 16] found signi�cant di�erences
in �xation duration between experts and novices.

3.3.2 Facial emotions.

Micro-expressions, as de�ned by Ekman and Fiesen [8] in 1969,
are quick facial expressions of emotions that could last up to half
a second. These involuntary expressions can provide information
about cognitive state of chess players. In our pilot study, the Noldus
FaceReader software [22] has been used to classify players’ emo-
tions in the form of six universal states proposed by Ekman: hap-
piness, sadness, anger, fear, disgust and surprise (plus one neutral
state). These emotional states are commonly de�ned as regions
in a two-dimensional space whose axes are valence and arousal.
Valence is commonly taken as an indication of pleasure, whereas
arousal describes the degree to which the subject is calm or excited.

In practice, the FaceReader software analyses video by �rst apply-
ing a face detector to identify a unique face followed by a detection
of 20 Facial Action Units [8]. Each action unit is assigned a score
between 0 and 1 and these are used to determine the state label for
emotion. Valance and arousal can be then computed as:

• Valence: intensity of positive emotions (Happy) minus intensity
of negatives emotions (sadness, anger, fear and disgust);

• Arousal: computed accordingly to activation intensities of the
20 Action Units.

FaceReader was tested on two di�erent datasets: the Radboud Faces
Database [23] containing 59 di�erent models and the Karolinska
Directed Emotional Faces [24] which regroups 70 individuals. Both
dataset display 7 di�erent emotional expressions (plus neutral) on
di�erent angles. FaceReader algorithm correclty classi�ed 90% of

the 1197 images from Radboud Face Database [25] and 89% of the
Karolinska Dataset (4900 images) [22].

3.3.3 Body Posture.

Body posture is a rich communication channel for human to
human interaction with important potential for human computer
interaction [26]. Studies have shown that self-touching behavior
is correlated with negative a�ect as well as frustration in problem
solving [27]. Thus, we have investigated a number of indicators for
stress from body posture:

• Body Agitation: how many joints are varying along x , y and z
axis;

• Body Volume: space occupied by the 3D bounding box built
around joints (see [28]);

• Self-Touching: collisions between wrist-elbow segments and
the head (see [29]).

These signals are computed from the RGBD streams recorded
by the Kinect 2 where a list of body joints is extracted by means of
our variant of a body pose detection algorithm [4]. These joints are
computed on the RGB streams and projected back to Depth data.
Thus, a 3D skeleton of the chess player is reconstructed and can
be used as input to compute previous metrics. As one can see on
�gures 1 at left, from the point of view of the Kinect 2 in our setup
(see �gure 2), the skeleton information is limited to the upper part
of the body, from hips to head.

4 RESULTS
Synchronous data for every feature have been extracted from all
sensors. Several tasks, like regression over Elo ratings or over the
time needed to perform a task, could be addressed using these data.
Among them, we chose to analyze a classi�cation problem that can
be interpreted by a human:

• Is it possible, by the use of gaze, body and/or facial emotion features,
to detect if a chess player is an expert or not?

This problem is used as example to obtain a �rst validation of
our data relevancy. It is correlated with whether a chess player is
challenging beyond his abilities.

This section presents unimodal and multimodal analysis of ex-
tracted features to determine chess expertise of players.

4.1 Unimodal analysis

4.1.1 Eye-Gaze.

Two AOIs were de�ned for each task: one AOI is centered on
the very �rst piece to move in the optimal sequence to successfully
achieve the check-mate; and the second one on the destination
square where this piece has to be moved. Fixations and visits infor-
mation of every task are gathered for all participants and results
are presented in Figure 3.

As can be clearly seen in this �gure, experts have longer and
more �xations than intermediates on relevant pieces. Same result
is observed for visit count. Similar results can be found in literature
[12]. These results are explained by the expert’s skill encoding ca-
pacity that enables them to quickly focus their attention on relevant
piece by a better pattern matching ability.
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Figure 3: Eye-gaze histograms. Left: Percentage of �xation
(in time). Right: number of �xations and number of visits.

More work has to be done on eye-gaze such as analyzing and
comparing the scan path order of participants, measuring how fast
are participants to identify relevant pieces or analyzing �xation on
empty squares.

4.1.2 Emotions.

The increasing di�culty in the non-interrupting tasks has caused
our participants to express more observable emotions across the
experiment. Emotions in a long-task experiment are expressed
as peaks in the two-dimensional space (valence, arousal). Thus,
standard statistics tend to shrink toward zero as the record becomes
longer.

Other approaches should be considered to visualize emotion
expressions. One possibility is to consider the number of changes
of emotions having the highest intensity (i.e. the current detected
facial emotion). As emotion intensities are based on facial unit de-
tection, changes in the main emotion denote underlying changes in
facial expression. The result metric is shown on the graph presented
in �gure 4.

It clearly appears that expression of emotions increase with the
di�culty of the problem to solve. For both player classes, there is
a peak for the second task (i.e. our uncommon custom advanced
variation of the Caro-Kann defense). This opening was surprising
for all participants, more than the King’s Gambit one (task 1). No
participant was familiar with this kind of opening. Moreover, in-
termediates players present an emotional peak at task number 9,
which is the �rst task to require more than 2 moves to check-mate
the opponent, whereas expert’s plot shape looks more like the be-
ginning of an exponential curve. An interesting aspect of that plot
is the �nal decrease of intermediate players after task 10, this could
be interpreted as a sort of resignation, when players knew that
tasks beyond of their skills and could not be resolved.

These primary results suggest that situation understanding and
expertise knowledge can be inferred from variation of facial emo-
tions. Although, more detailed analysis, such as activation of Action
Units, derivative of emotions or detection if a micro expression oc-
curs right after a move being played should be performed.
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Figure 4: Average count of variation of main detected facial
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Figure 5: Average count of self-touching in regard to the task
(1-13). Tasks are ranging in an increasing di�culty order.

4.1.3 Body Posture.

The increasing di�culty of the N-Check-Mate tasks is a stress
factor that can be observable according to [27]. Using technique
presented in [29] to detect self-touching, we can observe how par-
ticipants’ body reacts to the increasing di�culty of tasks.

The �gure 5 presents statistics about self-touching. Shapes of
lines are very similar of what is observed for emotions (Figure 4).
The same conclusion can be drawn: the number of self-touches
increases as tasks get harder and it reveals that this is a relevant
feature to consider. However, analysis of volume and agitation
features did not reveal interesting information yet. This can be
explained either by the nature of the task or by the number of



G B E G + B G + E B + E G + B + E
Task Dependent (N = 154) 62% 58% 78% 58% 79% 79% 78%

All Tasks (N = 14) 71% 79% 86% 71% 86% 93% 93%

Table 1: Best accuracy scores from cross-validation for SVMs. First line is Task Dependent approach, the number of sample N
is the number of participants (14) times the number of N-Check-Mate tasks (11). Second approach uses only average data of all
task for every participant (N=14). Columns are the modality subset chosen to train the SVM (G: Gaze, B: Body, E: Emotions).

analyzed participants. More discussion of this experiment can be
found in section 5.

4.2 Multimodal versus unimodal classi�cation
To demonstrate the potential bene�t of a multimodal approach, a
supervised machine learning algorithm has been used to quantify
accuracy of di�erent modalities for classi�cation. Only the data
recorded for the 11 N-Check-Mate tasks are considered here. Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM) have been built for each modality and
for each possible combination of modalities.

After computing statistical analysis (mean, variance, standard
deviation) over our features, two approaches are compared: a task
dependent approach on one hand and a skill-only dependent (All
Task) on the other hand. First approach considers statistical results
for every participant and for every task. That way, one input sample
would be the instantiation of one participant for one particular
task, given a total number of 14 ∗ 11 = 154 input samples. Second
approach takes the average over all tasks for each participant. Input
sample is reduced to participant with average statistics over tasks
as features.

Strati�ed cross-validation procedure has been used on every
SVM and for both approaches to compute their accuracy. Results
are shown in table 1. First observations of these results show that
the task dependent approach presents a far less accuracy score than
the second approach. This could be explained by the variation in the
length of recordings. Indeed, some participants managed to give an
answer in less than 10 seconds. The second hypothesis shows good
performance and validates one of our expectation that multimodal
system could outperform unimodal ones. Even if these scores are
promising, further experiments with more involved participants
have to be performed to con�rm these primary results.

5 DISCUSSION
This research and primary results (see section 4) show consistency
results on unimodal features used to distinguish expert and inter-
mediate chess players. When used together, body posture, visual
attention and emotion provide better accuracy using a binary SVM
classi�er. Although these results appear promising, they are only
preliminary: the number of participants (14); the variation of record-
ing duration (from seconds to a couple of minutes depending on
the task and playerâĂŹ expertise); and the tasks must all be ex-
panded and developed. Due to the size of our dataset, generalizing
this preliminary results is not possible for the moment. Further
experiments must be conducted to validate them.

The conditions of the chess tasks should also draw attention. In
the experimental con�guration, chess players were facing a chess

algorithm engine in tasks where they knew the existence of a win-
ning sequence of moves. Moreover, players are seating (see �gure 1),
some clues like body agitation may provide less information than
expected. Participants may not be as engaged as they would have
been in a real chess tournament facing a human opponent using an
actual chess board. In these particular situations, involving stakes
for players, the physiological reactions and emotional expressions
are more interesting to observe.

Nevertheless, these experiments reveal that valuable information
can be observed from human attention and emotions to determine
understanding, awareness and a�ective response to chess solving
problems. Another underlying result is the validation of our setup
in monitoring chess players. The problems encountered with the
eye-tracker for 7 participants (see section 3.1.2) show that we must
change its position to increase eye-tracking accuracy.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper presents results from initial experiments with the cap-
ture and interpretation of multi-modal signals of 14 chess players
engaged in solving 13 challenging chess tasks. Results show that
eye-gaze, body posture and emotions are good features to consider.
Support Vector Machine classi�ers trained with cross-fold valida-
tion revealed that combining several modalities could give better
performances (93% of accuracy) than using a unimodal approach
(86%). These results encourage us to perform further experiments
by increasing the number of participants and integrating more
modalities (audio procedural speech, heart rate etc.).

Our equipment is based on o�-the-shelf commercially available
components as well as open source programs and thus can be easily
replicated. In addition to providing a tool for studies of participants
engaged in problem solving, this equipment can provide a general
tool that can be used to study the e�ectiveness of a�ective agents
in engaging users and evoking emotions.
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